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Abstract 
The navigation of X-ray pulsar depend on the signal of X-ray pulsar radiation as an information input, through the 
corresponding signal and data processing, provide for navigation information of spacecraft position, velocity and 
attitude for near-Earth orbit, deep space and interstellar space flight, to achieve high-precision autonomous navigation 
of spacecraft. This paper introduces the principle of pulse satellite navigation established on the basis of the X-ray 
pulsars, autonomous navigation system, the state equation and observation equation. Select the three pulsars, using 
extended Kalman filter (EKF) and strong tracking extended Kalman filter (STEKF) algorithm, for satellite operation 
of the position and velocity estimation carried out simulation experiments. Simulation results show STEKF through 
the introduction of fading to dynamically adjust the gain matrix, to extract the maximum output of the residuals of all 
the useful information, making adaptive filter to correct the estimated bias and the ability to fast track the state 
changes, overcome the EKF defects in filtering performance degradation caused by the more complex non-linear 
navigation model due to uncertainty. Therefore, STEKF has higher valuation accuracy, numerical stability and strong 
traceability than EKF,and broad applicability in the autonomous celestial navigation. 
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1. Introduction 
The basic principle of X-ray pulsar navigation technology uses the spacecraft X-ray detector and the 
atomic clock observes the photon to arrive at spacecraft time within a period of time, after the spacecraft 
relativistic correction, folding processing cycle to get the pulse arrival time (TOA)[1]. So observation 
many pulsars, then may obtain the three dimensional position error information, Uses the kalman filter 
approach, and eventually get spacecraft continuous localization information and the space position. 
2. Satellite movement equation of state and observational equation  
The selection epoch (J2000.0) the center of earth equator coordinate system, takes 6 dimension 
coordinate system state vector:  
( ) ( ), ,T Ti iX r v x v= =r r ，                                                              (1)
the error state vector is:  
( ) ˆ ˆ, ( , )T Ti i i i i iX x v x x v vδ δ δ= = − − ．                                                                                 (2)
The error state equation and the observational equation may be expressed as [2,3]:
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Among them, the state noise kV  and the observation noise kW  take as the Gauss white noises:  
{ } 0kE W = ， { }Tk k kE V V Q= ， { } 0kE V = ， { }Tk k kE W W R=                                                     (4)
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And Eμ  denotes the earth gravity constant, ER  denotes the earth radiu, and 2J , 3J , 4J  denotes the earth 
non-sphere zonal harmonic coefficient.  
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3. STEKF application in error estimation of satellite motion state  
The EKF computational process as follows:  
1,1
ˆ ˆ
k k kk kX Xδ δ++ =Φ ，                                                                                                    (9)
The standard deviation of estimated error:  
11 1
T
k k kk k k k kP P Q++ +=Φ Φ + ，                                                               (10)
The gain matrix of the optimal filter:  
1
1 1 1 1 11 1( )
T T
k k K k kk k k kK P H H P H R
−
+ + + + ++ += + ，                                                 (11)
The state estimation value of the time 1kt + :
1 1 11
ˆ ˆ
k k kk kX X K rδ δ+ + ++= + ，                                                                               (12)
The estimated standard deviation of the time 1kt + :
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11( ) ( )
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In formula (11) changes following form:  
1 11 1
T
k k k kk k k kP LMD P Q+ ++ += Φ Φ + ， 1 1, 1 2, 1 , 1( , , , )k k k n kLMD diag λ λ λ+ + + += L ． (14)
Among them, 1kLMD +  denote time-varying gradually fade matrix, and , 1i kλ + ( 1, 2, )i n= L
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Among them, 0 1ρ< ≤  , 1β ≥  . In this article simulation, 0.95, 3ρ β= = ．
4. Simulation experiment  
4.1. Simulation conditions  
Takes the GPS the parameters of the satellite orbit, the orbital semi-axis 72.6561 10a= × m, the 
eccentricity 0.01e = , the inclination angle of orbit 55i = o ，right ascension of ascending node(RAAN) 
30Ω= o ， argument of perigee 30ω= o , the true anomaly 30ω= o , the operation cycle 
43080T = s[3,4]．The orbital datas are from the general STK simulation software.  
Select three pulsar as a navigation star. Datas as shown in table 1 [5] . 
Table 1.  Coordinates and range measurement accuracies of 3 X-ray pulsars 
4.2. Observation initial values and filter initial value selection  
Satellite real initial state selection: 
0x = [ 0.64138379096888   1.54707161137984  -2.02723250133426 
   0.00001267864547  -0.00010913878072  -0.00037553873250] 710× ．
The observation quantity initial value takes is:  
0z = [0.13247132301331   0.31959265470505   0.00596046447754] 410−× ．
Initial state error and estimate standard deviation:  
0xδ = [100  100  100  5  5  5 ]， 0P =[ 2100 2100 2100 25 25 25 ]．
Supposes the process noise is gauss white noise of zero average value, its covariance matrix is:  
2[0.35 ,Q diag= ,35.0 2 ,35.0 2 4 2(3.5 10 ) ,−× 4 2(3.5 10 ) ,−× 4 2(3.5 10 ) ]−× ．
Pulsar right ascensionλ ／deg declination δ ／deg Precision／m( filter cycle 500s ) 
B0531+21 83.633 22.014 109 
B1821-24 276.13 -24.87 325 
B1937+21 294.91 21.58 344 
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4.3.  The simulation results and analysis 
The graph of the satellite position estimation error in the direction , ,X Y Z : as shown in figure 1, 2, 3, 
speed estimation error graph: as shown in figure 4, 5, 6. 















































Fig. 1. X direction position error   Fig. 2. Y direction position error  Fig. 3. Z direction position error 


















































Fig. 4.X direction of speed error  Fig. 5. Y direction of speed error  Fig. 6. Z direction of speed error 
The experiment shows that STEKF provid perfect precision in the position error and the velocity error 
for the satellite estimate compared with than EKF, stability is greatly strengthened,especially the position 
error and the velocity error particularly obvious in the direction X .
5. Conclusion  
In this article we studies the state error estimation of satellite motion based on STEKF algorithm in the 
X-ray pulsar navigation system. Due to the STEKF algorithm introduce fade factor, it keeps the nature of 
the gauss white noise for residual by adjustment gain matrix online,make full use of effective information 
for the residual sequence ,satellite orbit dynamics model and the pulsar observations information fully, it 
has the strong robustness to the process parameter. 
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